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STOKE ST, TREVOR TER AND KENWYN TER NEWTOWN WELLINGTON RESIDENCE 
JOINT SUBMISSION ON WELLINGTON CITY COUNCIL’S DRAFT DISTRICT PLAN 
SEPTEMBER 2022 (PRE001 MDRZ CHARACTER PRECINCTS) 

 
Signed by the below 
Kim McGuinness, 28 Stoke St Newtown Wellington  
Andrew Cameron, 28 Stoke St Newtown Wellington  
Simon Bachler 26 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Deb Hendry 26 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Penny Evans 12 Trevor Ter Newtown Wellington  
Stephen Evens 12 Trevor Ter Newtown Wellington  
David Wilcox 9 Trevor Terrace Newtown Wellington  
Mary Vaughan Roberts 3 Trevor Terrace Newtown Wellington  
Siva Naguleswaran 6 Trevor Terrace Newtown Wellington  
Mohammed Talim 19 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Ben Sutherland 7 Kenwyn Terrace Newtown Wellington   
Atul Patel 33 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Atul Patel 37 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Lewis Roney Yip 32 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  
Atul Patel 343 Adelaide Road (corner Stoke St) Newtown Wellington  
Sarah Collier Jaggard 24 Stoke Street Newtown Wellington  

 

ASK 

We oppose the proposed zoning of the area between Adelaide Road, Stoke St and Kenwyn 
Terrace as High Density Residential. We submit it should be zoned Medium Density 
Residential (11 m) Council Officers recommendation; June 2021 for the following reasons. 

• Impact of 21 m built form on neighbouring properties  

• Impact of 21m built form is inappropriate to the character of the area  
• Having a two story building overlooked by a 21 meter property is very extreme to 

the sensitivity of this character area, streetscape and inappropriate 
• Loss of solar access leading to damp homes  
• Loss of solar access meaning homes will be less energy efficient 
• Loss of Biodiversity to the Newtown area 
• Loss of wellbeing  
• Loss of Privacy to our family homes 

PROPOSE 

 
We propose that the Boffa Miskel report 2019 and 
Site by site character analysis in Newtown is 
Applied to 1277 or 70 percent of the 1600 houses surveyed in the report. 
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Or at a minimum that the Officers Recommended Plan be reinstated in Newtown to 
increase current Character Precincts. This is approximately 300 Houses. 
 

HISTORICAL IMPORTANT HOMES 

 
Anchor House (Heritage listed) 
 
26 Stoke St:  Is a substantial Edwardian villa. It is notable for its unusual, but well- 
proportioned, street façade, and for its use of a palette of details and ornamental features 
that suggests a north American influence in its design. The diminutive garage is also of note 
for the care taken to articulate its south (street) façade.  
 
The house is one of the grandest houses in a streetscape of bungalows and Edwardian villas. 
 
Statement of Significance: 
This house is a unique example of the American version of the Queen Anne Style in New 
Zealand. It is still largely untouched and is in very good condition, having been restored by 
the current owners. The trademarks of the Queen Anne Style which includes the ornate 
front façade. The interior kauri flooring and hand carved hearts in the staircase balustrade 
come from the original arts and crafts style of this house. The joinery and mouldings 
contribute to the aesthetic value of the house. The woodwork and detailing demonstrate 
the craftmanship of the time. This high-quality workmanship adds to the scientific value. 
Although the house was first built and owned by contractor, Alexander Campbell, and later 
owned by physicians, the Durham’s, not much social value is attached to it. The main value 
lies in the style of the architecture and as a reflection of the life of a relatively affluent family 
of the time. 
 
The garage is original to the house and emulates the same style keeping a cohesive facade.  
 
In 2006-2007 the house underwent repairs to the roof and it was discovered that the 
original diamond shaped asbestos tiles were still present in the roof of the house and 
garage. These were replaced with modern diamond shaped lightweight roofing tiles and in 
2010 the owners received a Wellington City Council Built Heritage Incentive Fund Grant for 
the work.  
 
In 2019 The owners received a Wellington City Council Built Heritage Incentive Fund Grant 
for the work for external work and water tightening. 
 
The heritage incentive program is public funded to help preserve, maintain and restore 
character properties in Newtown for future generations to enjoy  
 
To find out more about the History of this property please see the Wellington City Heritage 
https://www.wellingtoncityheritage.org.nz/buildings/301-450/405-house-and-garage-26-
stoke-street?q=  
 

https://www.wellingtoncityheritage.org.nz/buildings/301-450/405-house-and-garage-26-stoke-street?q=
https://www.wellingtoncityheritage.org.nz/buildings/301-450/405-house-and-garage-26-stoke-street?q=
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28 Stoke St: Edwardian villa built in 1910 and renovated with original features kept intact. 
Pressed metal celling’s, leadlight and sash windows, rimu floors, doors and trims, original 
fireplaces, built in copper washer, external trims.  We believe this property wan built by the 
same builder as 28 Stoke St. 
 
Personal situation: We purchased this property as a permanent home based on its solar 
access. We have modified it to suit our now 11 year old daughter with Cystic Fibrosis so that 
she could have the best quality of life possible. If we lose solar access it will be hard to keep 
our property in a dry and warm condition that she needs with increased likelihood of damp 
and mould. This would lead to poor health outcomes and potentially premature death for 
our child. Our daughter is a member of the Newtown community with special needs and 
these needs should be taken into consideration 
 
33, 35, 37 Stoke St: Working men’s cottage with renovated with original features and 
external trims. These are brick houses which are unusual in Wellington. 
 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 Kenwyn Terrace: Edwardian villas 
 
We oppose the proposed zoning of the area between Adelaide Road, Stoke St and Trevor 
Terrance as Medium Density residential (14m) We submit it should be zoned Medium 
Density Residential (11 m) Council Officers recommendation; June 2021 for the following 
reasons; 

• Impact of 14m built form on neighbouring properties  

• Impact of 14m built form is inappropriate to the character of the area  
• Having a one story building overlooked by a 14 meter property is very extreme to 

the sensitivity of this character area, streetscape and inappropriate 
• Loss of solar access leading to damp homes  
• Loss of solar access homes will be less energy efficient 
• Loss of Biodiversity to the Newtown area 
• Loss of wellbeing 
• Loss of Privacy to our homes 

Historical important home 
 
12 Trevor Terrace: Villa renovated with original feathers rimu doors, Matai floors, original 
windows and external trims. 
 
6 Trover Terrace: Villa renovated with original feathers rimu doors, Matai floors, original 
windows and external trims. 
 
 

ENDORSEMENT 
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 We endorse the Newtown character protection submission for all of Newtown. By Claire 
Nolan, Margaret Franken, Michelle Wolland and James Fraser. That Proposes that the 
Officer's Recommended Plan is at minimum is reinstated Into the PDP as a minimum. Citing 
the Qualifying matter of character. Also, the new character precinct proposal for Green and 
Emmett streets. 
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Building Profile

Building Name: House and Garage
26 Stoke Street

Building Address: 26 Stoke Street
Newtown, Wellington

Legal Description: Section 8 & part Section 7, Town Acre 955

DP 737

Owner Occupier: S. Hachler
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1.2 Purpose

This Conservation Plan assesses the heritage values of 26 Stoke Street in order to establish
guidelines by which to conserve it in the future. It sets out what is significant in a place and what

policies are appropriate to enable that significance to be retained in the future use and development

of the place.

The first part of the Conservation Plan assesses the heritage value of the building through a heritage

inventory. The second part consists of the conservation policy; the best practice for the future
conservation of the building.

1.3 Executive Summary

26 Stoke Street is one of the early homes built in the new suburb of Newtwon in 1905. It is located
on a street alongside homes of the same period although not of the same style.

The building was constructed as a private dwelling, was later converted into flats, and is now once

more used as a private residence.

The house is in good condition and has been carefullyrestored by the current owners. It is largely
still of the original fabric and the face it represents to the street is still largely untouched.

It does not have a classification under the New Zealand Historic Places trust but has a listing under

the Wellington City Council as a heritage place.

The house is of simple construction and decoration. It is built in the Queen Anne Style, common in

other parts of the world but a virtually unique New Zealand example of the style. It is also

representative of a middle class businessman of the time.
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2.0 Investigation

2.1 History

Although the Council's heritage inventory states that the house on No. 26 Stoke Street was built in

1905, the building application is in fact dated as November 29, 1908. The Certificate of Title is also

dated 1908'. The building application states:

"To the City Engineers, Wellington.

Sir, I hereby apply for permission to Erect House in Stoke Street, Section 8 part of Town
Acre 955 for A Campbell of Mansfield St according to Plans and Specifications deposited
herewith at the estimated cost of £ 700-00

Yours faithfully,

Campbell & Burke
Mansfield St

Wellington"'

In 1895, Town Acre 955 had been surveyed by R. R. Richmond for a Mr. Bridson "For subdivision
of Land".' At this time Town Acre 955 was still located on the outer edge of the suburb of
Newtown.

Newtown was one of Wellington's earliest suburbs . It received its name from a hotel built built
there when it was still on the outskirts of the city from the hope that a "new town" would grow
around it.

Wellingtonians first settled around the Te Aro area but demands for land by government, business
and industry eventually squeezed residents out of the city. New tramlines led commuters to suburbs
in southern bays or east to Mount Victoria and Miramar . From 1878 steam trams services the

streets. They were replaced by horse trams in 1881 and with the new electric trams in
19042.

The hospital was built in 1878 and Newtown school was opened as a tiny one room building for 52

students as early as 1879 and drew students not only from Newtown, but also Miramar(Watt's
Peninsula), Lyall Bay(Maranui), and Kilbirnie". This also serves to give some indication of the size

of the Newtown at this time. In 1905, the first high school was established and the library opened in

1909. Leisure facilities included the Newtown Bowling Club (1893), the Zoo(1906).

Another subdivision that occurred around the same time as Town Acre 955 by Walter Turnbull
advertised the blocks of land in the Evening Press of 12 February 1889. It describes Newtown's "

healthy location, accessibility, agreeable surroundings and improving location."" For the very fact

1 Certificate of Title Vol. 169, folio 272

2 Building Application Form 8113 Nov 29 1908

3 NewZealand Survey Department No. 737

4 Temple, Philip (1980). Wellington Yesterday. Dunedin: John McIndoe Ltd.

5 Kenneally, J.M. & B.M. (1984) On the Edge of Our City. Wellington: Colonial Associates, 21.

6 Temple, Wellington Yesterday.
7 Keneally, On the Edge of Our City, 21.

8 Keneally, On the Edge of Our City, 26.

9 Hudson, Sheena (2005) Corunna Avenue: The History of a Victorian Street.
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that it is promoting itself, the truth of this description is not to be relied upon. However, it can be

seen from this and from the businesses and leisure activities established around the late 1800's and

early 1900's that at the time that at the time 26 Stoke Street was built in 1905/1908, Newtown was

starting to develop into a thriving suburb.

An early photo (ca 1895-1908) (fig 1.) of the area shows the first few houses on the new subdivided
land of Town Acre 955 on the outer edge of the Newtown next to a brickworks.

There were a number of brickworks in early Newtown, the main one which was Hutson Peter and

Co. in Wallace Street and which occupied about two and a half acres. Along Adelaide road in 1897

close to the Adelaide Road and Riddiford Street intersection was Thomas Marchment and at 218

Adelaide Road was James Patching, Richard Patching and George William Warwick'°. The latter,
was the brickworks located opposite Stoke Street.

The large adjoining section to the north (Town Acre 953), owned by Thos. Stephens, was

unsubdivided. Other properties on the periphery also appear to be fairly large sections with only a

single house situated in the centre of each section. What appears to be the original house on Town
Acre 955 can be seen fig 2. It is oriented in the same direction as single houses on the large
adjoining properties and has a long driveway crossing the length of the Town Acre towards it,

whereas the new houses face towards the street (fig 2.)

In 1908 Alexander Campbell received certificate of title for Lot 8 and part of Lot 7". He then
applied building consent and built 26 Stoke Street House. He was a contractor by

tradel2.

It appears that as the town encroached upon the brickworks that would have once stood on the

outskirts, it gave way to residential use. By 1922 (fig. 3) Town Acre 955 was no longer on the

outskirts. One more block had been added and the site of the brickworks was now mostly occupied
by residences. However, the Thos. Stephens land adjoining to the north still appears unsubdived. In

comparison with the earlier photographs (ca 1895-1908), Newtown had become much more densely
populated. The house at 26 Stoke Street can clearly be seen in this photo of 1922 (fig 3.), towering
over its neighbours.

In 1921, Alexander Campbell had sold the house to Albert Steward, a company manager, who
transferred the ownership of the property to his wife the following year. In 1927 the house passed to

Richard Edwards a retiree, who had ownership until 1940 when it was bought by company
manager, Briton Smith. The occupations of the owners until 1940 seem to indicate some wealth
befitting the grandeur of the house.

The house then passed through the hands of several owners until it was taken into Public Trust in

1975 and bought by public servant, Gordon in 1978. Some time previous to this, the house had been

converted into four flats and Gordon writes to the council in May 1982 informing them that the

house had been converted back into a single family dwelling and that the last tenant had left on the

23 May. A site inspection of June 1982 notes that all unauthorized kitchens had been removed and

the property was now used as a single family dwelling. Strangely enough very little evidence of this

conversion can be seen.

From 1987-1994, the house was owned by John and Gillian Durham, both medical practioners, who
made substantial additions and alterations to it, costing approximately $60,000.

10 Keneally, On the Edge of Our City, 32.

11 Certificate of Title Vol. 169, folio 272

12 Certificate of Title Vol 169, folio 272
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2.2 The House

This house has a somewhat strange presence in the street as it is of a different style and size than its

neighbours. Even in an early photo of 1922, it stands out above the streetscape (fig 3.)

The differing style of this house is perhaps owing to the possibility that the house was brought as a

put together piece from elsewhere. No architect is noted on the original plans of the house. This
could indicate that the house was one of many, and designed elsewhere. It is possible that as a

contractor (and partner of the firm Campbell and Burke), Campbell would have drawn the plans up

himself, possibly based on his own knowledge of architectural styles.

The Queen Anne Style in which the house was built was common in America at the time.
The Queen style was a readily accessible style to middle-class homeowners from the late 1800's
wanting to express their wealth. Campbell, an apparently successful contractor (a partner in the firm
Campbell and Burke) built his outwardly as well as inwardly decorative house, towering above his

neighbours and displaying his wealth.

The Queen Anne Style is an eclectic style, rich and varied in ornamentation and form." It is a

highly decorative style combining elements in an eclectic way and played with contrasting
materials. Stucco, clapboard, or decorative shingles were commonly used. Roofs were gabled or

hipped and gable ends ornamented. Stained glass was also popular.
Typical features are shown below in fig 4. and 5.:

gable roof - fishscale shingles
variegated corbeled paired chimneys

able-roofed dormer
c tipped gab te roof gable roof-

hip roof

decorativ
plain window

miawork 2/2 double-hung --

surrounds
wmdow 2/2 doubte hung

bay windog
cornerboards windows

inset wooden

penets decorative
woodwork

corrier boards
latticeÁork skirting

e dd
brackets on wrap inset wooden

jpan oor
around porch panels

- bay window lattice work skirt

Fig 4. Fig 5.

Typical Queen Anne House Typical Queen Anne Farmhouse
Source: The Old House Web Source: The Old House Web

Restoration and additions took place in 1988 under the Durhams but this only affëcted the back

13 The Old House Web, http://www.oldhouseweb.com/stories/Detailed/10292.shtml

14 Poppeliers, John C. and S. Allen Chambers Jr. (2003). What Stvle is it? A guide to American architecture.

New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons.
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elevation of the house and changes to the internal fittings of the kitchens and bathrooms.

The current owners have put a lot of time and money into restoring the house. Their restoration
work has been very sympathetic to the original and and has consisted primarily of replacing

damaged elements and restoring to the original condition.
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2.3 Chronology of Events:

1895, September 3 Town Acre 955 surveyed for subdivision

1908, March 12 Certificate of Title to Alexander Campbell of Wellington, Contractor

1908, November 29 Mr. A. Campbell of Mansfield St. applied for Building
Consent for 26 Stoke Street

1921, October 25 Certificate of title to Albert Steward of Wellington, Company
Manager

1922, January 30 Certificate of title to Roka Dorcas Steward of Wellington, Married
Woman

1927, August 26 Certificate of title to Richard Edwards of Wellington, Retired

1940, June 18 Certificate of title to Briton Smith of Wellington, Company Manager

1941, August 28 Certificate of title to Frank Crowther of Wellington, Musician

1957, September 6 Certificate of title to Mary Louisa Mason of Wellington, Widow and

William Crowther of Hamilton, Overseer and Administrator

1958, May 20 Certificate of title to Myrtle Blanche Millar of Wellington, Married
Woman

1975, July 9 Transmission to Public Trustee

1978, April 26 Certificate of title to Peter John Teotene Gordon of Wellington, Public
Servant

1986, August 19 Certificate of title to John and Gillian Durham of Wellington, Medical
Practitioners. Significant renovation done.

1994, August 10 Certificate of title to Rowan McArthur, Public Relations Officer and

Angela McArthur, his wife both of Wellington.

1996, May 2 Certificate of title to David Beard of Wellington, Management
Consultant
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3.0 Cultural Heritage Significance

3.1 Assessment Criteria

The assessment of the cultural heritage significance of 26 Stoke Street is based on the criteria
established by the New Zealand Historical Places Trust. The four general criteria for assessing

criteria are - aesthetic, scientific, social and historic.

The aesthetic value considers the design, form, scale, materials, colours, patina or quality of space.

The Architectural significance and design is important in this.

The scientific value of the building encompasses technology, archaeology, philosophy, custom,
taste, usage, technique and material. Advanced construction techniques and technology, for
example, could be add to the building's significance.

The Social value of the buiding is its value to the wider community, or group a particular
motivation, be it cultural, spiritual, traditional etc.

The historic significance of the building is its association with events, persons, or ideas from the

past. It takes into account personalities of importance to the community who might have resided
there, as well as significant events or changes that were connected with it.

3.2 Levels of Significance

Because house's heritage value lies largely in it's unusual and distinctive style, distinguishing
features of the Queen Anne style are highly rated in significance.

A High Significance
B Considerable significance
C Of some significance. Can be replaced with similar new material.
D Detracts
N Neutral. Not of Significance but does not detract.

3.3 Tabulationof Significance

Garage
Roof Asbestos tiles, showing some wear. Need to be orig. B/A

replaced with a safe but sympathetic material.
Parapets are in good condition.

Walls Brick, fairly good condition. B

Mouldings Plaster moldings, good condition. A

Oculus Fairly good condition, original glass? (needs some A

attention)
House

15 Bowron, Greg and Harris, Jan (1999). Guidelines for Preparing Conservation Plans. Wellington: New Zealand

Historic Places Trust, 5.
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Roof Front Gable Asbestos tiles, showing some wear. Need to be

&Porch roof replaced with a safe but sympathetic material.

Rest of Roof Corrugated iron. Probably not originally. Original new D

roof would probably have been completely clad in detracts
the 'gingerbread' look red asbestos tiles. As a

trademark of Queen Anne Style, the tiles are

important to its heritage value.

Front Gable Shingles to gable, decorative trim and framing
Elevation probably original although it deviates from original

plans, its was probably constructed as is. Texture is

important to Queen Anne Style and therefore the

differentiated shingles to the gable are important.
The decoration on the front facade is very
important as this displayed the status of the owner.
Glass in oculus has been replaced.

Shingles significant but can be replaced with C

similar
Trim and framing A

Oculus A

Glass. New and therefore not significant new Neutral

Wall Rusticated weatherboard of good condition. B

Decorative framing on wall. A

Left Sash windows with 3 original stained glass A

Windows In good condition.
Front Door Original door but pane replaced. This decoratively

panelled door is an important part of the impression
that the house has on the street, especially to the

visitor approaching the entrance.
Fairly good condition externally, showing some

wear internally. It is not imperative that this be

restored since it adds to the character of the house

as an old dwelling.
The new pane was put in to replace an

unsympathetic addition and reflects pattern of the

two smaller windows to its right.
Door and ringer A

Door knob C

Pane, new N

Right Original stained glass windows, good condition A

Windows
Upper Left Sash windows A

Windows
Upper Right (original?) A?

Windows
Porch A porch over the entrance is a highly significant A

characteristic of the Queen Anne Style. Without
this it would greatly loose it's heritage value.
The porch pillars, timber ceiling, and decorative
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framing are all of excellent condition. (trims
original?)

Front Front Concrete, painted white C

Garden garden wall
Steps from Concrete C

street

Wrought (B if original?)
Iron trim
Wrought (B if original?)
Iron gate

Garden Gate Mimicks style of house and oculus. A simpler, N/D
more inconspicuous gate would be more
appropnate.
However, it is good that this is clearly modern since

it is not possible to know what the original
would've looked like.

East B

Elevation

West B

Elevation

South C

Elevation

Interior Entrance
Ceiling Cornice and moldings around light fitting, good A

condition.
Light switch. How old? C

Floor Decorative, patterned lino floor (original?) B

Walls Skirting and dado are different from rest of house C

so possibly not original.
Front Door (see above) Frame in good condition. Interior of B

door slightly damaged.
Swinging Frame, door stoppers, handles and panes in B

doors excellent condition. Category B is given to this

door. Although a good representation of the style it

could be removed from the house without
significantly affecting its heritage value.

Plaques in floor A

Drawing
Room
Ceiling Moldings and centre rose A

Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed B

Walls Original Skirting B

Dado, replica C
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Walls C

Door Door frames, doors, and hardware, original A

Windows Original Sash Windows, and stained glass panes A

Sitting
Room
Ceiling Moldings and centre rose A

Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed B

Walls Original Skirting B

Walls C

Door Door frame, door, and hardware, original A

Windows Original Sash Windows, and stained glass panes A

Fireplace Original fireplace and surround. A

Original tiles? B

Dining
Room
Ceiling Moldings and centre rose A

Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed B

Walls Original Skirting B

Original molded cornice A

Walls C

Door Door frames, doors, and hardware, original A

Fanlight pane probably not original C

Windows Original Sash Windows B

Fireplace Original fireplace A

Original surround? (looks to be in different style C

than main fireplace)
Hallway
Ceiling
Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed

Walls Original Skirting B

Original molded cornice A

Walls C

Stair Original timber staircase. Excellent condition. A

Storeroom Original B

door
Bathrooms
Fixtures New N

Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed B

Walls New N

Door Original B

Windows New N

Kitchen
Ceiling New N

Floor New N

Walls New N

Door Original B

Windows New N

Bedrooms
Ceiling Original moldings not existent in most rooms N

Ceiling rose in master bedroom original A

Floor Original Timber Floor, exposed B
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Entrance
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Hallwayand Stair

Drawing Room
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Sitting Room

Dining Room
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Kitchen

Bathroom

Bedrooms

E-555 SE

Back Facades
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3.4 Statement of Significance

This house is a unique example of the American version of the Queen Anne Style in New Zealand.

It is still largely untouched and is in very good condition, having been restored by the current

owners.

The trademarks of the Queen Anne Style which includes the ornate front facade, the interior joinery

and molding contribute to the aesthetic value of the house.

The woodwork and detailing demonstrate the craftmanship of the time. This high quality

workmanship adds to the scientific value.

Although the house was first built and owned by contractor, Alexander Campbell, and later owned

by physicians, the Durhams, not much social value is attached to it.

The main value lies in the style of the architecture and as a reflection of the life of a relatively

affluent family of the time.
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4.0 Development of a Conservation Policy

The following factors will influence the future use and treatment of the house and the policy that

will apply to it.

4.1 Requirements of the Owner and Occupier

The existing use of the house is as a private residence. This was modified, apparently illegally'
,

to

apartments in the 1980's after which it was converted back to a private dwelling. The owner wants
to replace the roofing material in the near future as it is currently asbestos. Otherwise it appears that

plans are to retain the house as a private dwelling.

4.2 Existing Condition

The building appears to be sound and in good condition. The exterior and interior are both of good
condition. The current owners have gone to a lot of effort restoring the house back to its original
condition, replacing some of the damaged elements with similar new ones.

The downstairs rooms contain more original elements than the upper floor, which is missing most
of the original cornices and moldings.

4.3 Historic Places Act 1993

The Historic Places Act of 1993 states that its purpose is to "promote the identification, rotection,
preservation, and conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand."'
It seeks to promote the least possible alteration or loss of material of cultural heritage value and

attempts to safeguard the options of present and future generations.
This house is not currently on the Register of the Historic Places Trust and as such does not fall
under its covenants or heritage orders.

4.4 Local Authority Plan Provisions

This house is listed in the Wellington City Council Heritage inventory. The objective of Heritage
Policy in the District Plan is to

" Identify and list items (buildings, objects, areas, trees and sites)

significant heritage value" and "to avoid the loss of heritage value associated with listed items"".

This heritage listing protects the building and provides information and financial assistance to
owners2°.

Permitted activities to listed buildings include repair and maintenance and internal alterations,
unless specifically stated. In this building therefore, the interior is not

protected.21

Additions and alterations changing the design and appearance of a building that are not permitted
activities are controlled activities and would need resource consent. The resource consent cannot be

16 See Appendix Notes to Council
17 Historic Places Act 1993, Section 4

18 Ibid
19 Wellington City District Plan, 20.2.1.1, 20.2.1.2
20 Wellington City District Plan, 1.4.2

21 Wellington City District Plan, 21.1.1, 21.1.2
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refused, but conditions on the alterations may be imposed. This is assessed by the council by the

degree the heritage value of the building is affected".

The total or partial demolition, destruction or removal is a discretionary activity requiring resource

consent.

4.5 Compliance with Statutory Codes

The Building Act 2004 requires that alterations and additions comply with the provisions of the

Building Code. Alterations are addressed in section l 12: Alterations must

"(a)comply, as nearly as is reasonably practicable and to the same extent as if it were a new
building, with the provisions of the building code that relate to-

(i) means of escape from fire; and

(ii) access and facilities for persons with disabilities
(if this is a requirement in terms of section 118);

and

(b) continue to comply with the other provisions of the

building code to at least the same extent as before the

alteration."

The Act also requires the Council to be notified of intended change of use of the building. Where
the change use of incorporates household units where these did not exist before, the territorial
authority must be satisfied that the building will comply, as nearly as is reasonably practical with
the building code.

In any other case of change of use, the building in its new use must comply, as nearly as is

reasonably practical with the building code relating to:

"(A) means of escape from fire, protection of
other property, sanitary facilities, structural
performance, and fire-rating performance;
and

(B) access and facilities for persons with disabilities
(if this is a requirement under section 118)"24

4.6 Threats

Owner Care

The care of the building in the hands of the owners can be a threat to its continued historical
significance. In the past the house has been neglected at times and some historical elements lost or

damaged. The house has been subject to extensive restoration: by the Durhams in the 80's and most

recently by the current owners. An understanding of the heritage value is essential to ensure

continued respect and care for the house. Changes should be managed thoughtfully,according to

the guidance of this conservation plan.

22 Wellington City District Plan, 21.2

23 Building Act 2004, Section 112

24 Building Act 2004, Section 114
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Change of Use

The house has in the past been converted into four flats. Luckily this has left no great damage
although the missing cornices in the upper storey could be due to this. Change of use could be a

threat in the future if not managed well.

Natural Processes

The general weathering of external weatherboards and decorative trims especially should be

monitored and kept well protected so that the heritage value is not lost through this.

Visitor Impacts

As this is a private residence, the wear and tear by visitors is not expected as a threat.
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5.0 Conservation Policy

The conservation policy takes into account the place's cultural heritage significance and policies as

outlined above. This conservation policy will consider the use of the building and will state how
conservation is best to be achieved. It sets out the principles to be followed for conservation26.

This conservation policy follows the the principles set out in the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for
the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value.

According to the Charter Conservation should:

"a) make use of all relevant conservation values, knowledge,disciplines, arts and crafts;
b) show the greatest respect for, and involve the least possible loss of, material of cultural heritage
value;
c) involve the least degree of intervention consistent with long term care and the principles of this

charter;
d) take into account the needs, abilities and resources of the particular communities; and

e) be fully documented and recorded."

5.1 Conservation Practice

A conservation professional or architect should be consulted regarding additions or alterations to

the house to ensure that these respect the historical scale, proportions and fabric.

5.2 Fabric, Physical Features and Setting

Architecturally,this house one of the few of its kind in New Zealand. It is in a very good condition
with the front facade and much of the interior still intact. This is a well preserved example of this

style. While this is a unique example of its style, it also means that it does not represent architecture
characteristic of this time period. It represents one man's ambitions and aspirations. It is important
however that an example of this kind of architecture is kept as valuable reference for the present
and future generations, in accordance with the aims of the ICOMOS Charter.

It is important that certain features be retained if the historical significance is to be protected.
However, this house is not of national significance and is not of such importance as to be turned
into a house museum, it must therefore be kept in use to ensure its continued viability. In view of
this, minimum historical fabric to be kept is specified to allow for alterations and additions.

The NZ Historic Places Trust Guidelines endorses adapting or modifying historic places where it is

necessary to ensure continued livabilityor
use27. According to the ICOMOS Charter adaptation

should involve the least possible loss of cultural value. Changes should be minimal, should not

detract from the cultural heritage value of the place, should be compatible with the original fabric

25 Bowron, Greg and Harris, Jan (1999). Guidelines for Preparine Conservation Plans, p. 8.

26 ICOMOS Charter

27 New Zealand Historic Places Trust (2007) Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance Information

Sheets-Draft.
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and be suitably distinct to be read as a new work".

The most appropriate way of caring for the fabric, physical features and setting of the place is to

allow adaptation to parts and protection to other parts of historical fabric.

5.3 Control of Physical Intervention

The ICOMOS Charter lists differing degrees of intervention. From increasing extent of
intervention: non-intervention, maintenance, stabilisation, repair, restoration, reconstruction or

adaptation. These are further defined in the Charter:

Non-intervention: No conservation work where intervention is undesirable.

Maintenance: the protective care of a place

Stabilisation: the arrest of the processes of decay

Repair: making good decayed or damaged material

Restoration: returning a place as nearly as possible to a known earlier state by reassembly,
reinstatement and/or the removal of extraneous additions

Reconstruction: building again in the original form using old or new material

Adaptation: modifying a place to suit it to a compatible use, involving the least possible loss of
cultural heritage value

Non-intervention is not an option here. The house is historically and significant and is to be

conserved for future generations.

Continued maintenance is required to keep interior and exterior in good conditions

Extensive restoration has been undertaken recently. This has consisted of stripping interior joinery
and flooring to the original timber. Ceiling moldings and dados have been replicated, following the

original, where these have been damaged or missing. Later window panes have been replaced with
ones that reflect the existing original ones.

Future repairs should be undertaken in a way which respects the original fabric and uses materials
similar to the original.

Complete restoration to the original state is not required. Later additions are not required to be

removed as it not known what the originals were. Also electric and bathroom fittings are also not

required to be reconstructed or replicated for this and practical reasons. Most rooms on the upper
storey no longer have original dados and cornices and it not necessary to restore rooms to the

original state.

The lower storey and especially staircases, entrance way and front drawing room are in very good
condition and of greater significance than the upper storey. It is appropriate here generally to restore
to the original condition, replacing minor missing elements with similar.

28 ICOMOS Charter
29 lCOMOS Charter
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As previously identified, this style of architecture is very much about the face it represents to the

street. Therefore, it is essential that the facade is protected. The back facade has been altered and is

mainly not of historical significance. Clearly identifiable new additions and not replication are

encouraged for any new work. Adaptation of use and spaces are acceptable as long as they respect
the historical fabric identified for protection and do not detract from the overall value.

5.4 Levels of Intervention

The elements of the building were previously assigned a symbol based on their historical value.
Interventions should disturb higher value elements as little as possible to conserve the value as the

elements of the building together add to its significance. The levels of intervention appropriate to

each assigned value is outlined below:

Heritage Value A:

The element or part of the building is of high significance. Any changes to it should be carried out

only in exceptional circumstances. Modifying this could significantly alter the heritage value of the

building. Repair and restoration should be undertaken very carefully and with high skill.
Stabilization is allowed and maintenance should be carried out regularly.

Heritage Value B:

Elements are of considerable value. Modifications should be made with care, if at all. It is

preferable that these be kept in original condition as far as is practically possible. Maintenance,
stabilization, repair, restoration and some adaptation where this is a necessary option, are allowed.

Heritage Value C:

Elements have some historic value, although can be adapted or replace with similar new material if
necessary and for functional improvements or extensions. Maintenance, stabilization, repair,
restoration and adaptation are allowed.

Heritage Value D:

This category includes new elements and additions that detract from the heritage value of the

building. These should preferably be removed and replaced with more appropriate alternatives that

respect but not necessarily replicate the original fabric.

Heritage Value N:

These elements have little or no historical significance and are mostly new additions. Adaptation,
removal or replacement of these are generally acceptable. Replacements however or removal of
these however should in no way negatively effect other elements of historical value. Maintenance,
stabilization, repair, restoration and adaptation, removal is allowed.

5.5 Use and Future Developments

It has already been discussed that changing the use of the building is acceptable, providing that it

respect the heritage fabric identified as of high value. Uses such as bed and breakfast, restaurant, or

gallery could be compatible with the existing, if this ties in with the zoning of the District Plan.
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In other words, adaptation is supported if it extends the life of the building. There is no reason to

suppose that the building could not continue being used as a private residence for many years to

come but these other uses could be a means of showcasing the unique architecture to the public and

would not be detrimental to the historic value if the minor additions or alterations that would be

necessary were carried out sensitively.

Apart from these changes of use, there is also scope for additions to the rear of the house for use as

part of the private residence. These would not affect the historic value
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6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Overview

The house is in very good condition and has been restored by current owner. There is still some

minor restoration work left to be done. The policy by the owner has been to restore to original and

this can be continued. The parts of the building which are of high significance to its heritage value

and which this plan recommends to be kept in original condition have already been restored to

excellent condition by the owner. For the parts of the house of lesser value, this plan allows either

restoration or adaptation as the owner desires. Recommendations are desirable and there is no work

of an urgent nature expect earthquake strengthening.

6.2 Recommendations for Conservation Work

Garage Roof Replace asbestos tiles with material of similar pattern and

scale. The textured roof is an important feature of the Queen

Anne style and it is desirable that similar material is used rather

than corrugated iron.

Walls Check condition of walls for moisture.

Oculus Check condition of glass and replace cracked panes with

similar if necessary.

Roof Front Gable & Replace asbestos tiles with material of similar pattern and

Porch Roof scale.

Rest of Roof It is desirable that the corrugated iron be replaced with material

closer to the original. See reasons given above.

Rear Facade Balcony It is not clear from plans weather this balcony is original or not.

Balcony railing needs to be inspected for state of timber,

currentlyunpainted and needs to be repainted to protect it.

Check condition of floor boards and repair if necessary.

Brick Chimneys Inspect for earthquake requirements and strengthen if

necessary.

Interior Doors Return painted doors to original timber, varnish.
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6.3 Management and Future Care

The building should be maintained in a good condition to prevent it losing heritage value through

decay or damage.

Maintenance especially of external decorative trims and interior moldings are of a high priority.

The external facades as well as decorative trims and windows should be inspected for water damage

periodically and should be repainted approximately every five years.

Roofing and guttering should be examined and cleaned regularly to prevent decay and loss of

fabric. Window panes also should be kept in good condition and cracked panes should be replaced

to prevent damage to the interior. Leaks should be fixed when discovered.

Interior joinery, especially staircase should be re-varnished and sealed as required.

Maintenance requirements need to be reviewed and updated to changing circumstances.
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